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1. Introduction
In this article, we propose to examine the role financial markets play on the
management of human resources within companies. Since the 1980s, financial markets in
fact have played an increasingly important role in company management. Although
Taylorist principles had until then served as the blueprint for Western companies, from
the 1980s on economic activity has been oriented towards freeing itself from spatial and
material constraints. Indeed, not only is a growing part of production immaterial, but
speed, service, and personalization are the values particularly emphasized in the new
principles being established by companies: financial markets, which can be characterized
as ubiquitous, instantaneous, and virtual, have come to play a central role in the life of
companies.
In the 1980s, companies started to decentralize and externalize their activities,
thus adopting more flexible structures, often in open networks. These increasingly
complex systems are responsible for the confusion felt by individuals and for the
shortening of the temporal horizon over which individuals might possibly have some
insight. The link that had existed until then between employer and employee (the ‘salary
convention’ according to the terms of Boyer and Orléan1) was no longer seen as a long
relationship likely to be based on trust; rather, it was immediately seen as a mercantile
relationship: ‘in the traditional world of the company, one could exchange stability and
insurance for discipline and a certain engagement towards one’s work. This great deal is
on its way to extinction’2. From this perspective, and if one adheres to this approach, the
financial markets, accelerators of the global economy, are responsible for the weakening
of the wage relation.
The waves of layoffs in companies in good financial health, allegedly ratified by
financial markets due to a rise in the value of the share, the importance of the shareholder
in managerial statements, notably through the statements about the ‘creation of value (for
the shareholder)’, management indicators such as EVA, or the constant references to the
‘principles of corporate governance,’ all tend to support the idea of a financialisation
convention which would translate into management actions that go against the interests of
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salaried workers. Recent examples3 have shown how much such a ‘dictatorship of
financial markets and pension funds’, which confounds and reduces the interest of the
company to that of the shareholder, has been contested by the victims of layoffs as well
as by society at large and the larger part of companies’ shareholders.
The question we are facing concerns the viability of companies that make the
interest of the shareholders their sole aim. Actually, when the board of directors
announces the suppression of positions and/or the reduction of the workforce in the name
of the interests of the shareholders, the legitimacy of this decision is strongly, even
violently, contested. Are the principles of the financialisation convention on which
directors rely to make their decisions viable from the point of view of the workforce? Can
the salaried employees accept these as rational principles, as legitimate ways of running
companies?
Seen from this perspective, the financialisation convention appears as the theory
constructed by the members of the board of directors by means of their interactions with
the financial markets and their actors (and on which they base their interactions with
them). The financialisation convention sums up (in a rather narrow way) the expectations
of the financial markets and of their players to the short term increase in the profitability
of the share (price variation and dividend), preferably through minimizing the operating
costs of the company, particularly through cuts in the workforce.
In order to test the legitimacy of the financialisation convention, we examined the
economic argumentations used in layoff projects4. In a first step, this approach allowed us
to determine the few arguments used by company directors to justify a decision to
downsize the workforce or employment. Once we have situated these argumentations in
their proper contexts, we proceed to an examination of the determining grounds for their
legitimacy or illegitimacy.

2. Economic Argumentations for Layoff Projects and for the Decision
to Dismiss
The economic argumentations for layoff projects are ambiguous management
tools with multiple roles to play in employment management. Consequently, the
economic argument for a layoff project is at once a legal obligation5, a ‘requirement’ of
human resources management (since the human resources management is required to
justify its decision both to the salaried worker dismissed and to the ones who were not),
and a necessity in the external communication of the company. These very diverse
3
The most emblematic case in France is, of course, that of Michelin. In the same conference to financial
analysts and journalists, the company announced a significant increase in its net results and the suppression of
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Spencer, both of which were at the origin of important social and political movements. There is also the case of
Cellatex, in Givet, where the salaried workers threatened, in July of 2000, to blow up the factory if they did not
receive a ‘top of the line’ social plan, and who wound up throwing sulfuric acid into a nearby river. And there is
also Adelshoffen, close to Strasburg, whose workers threatened to blow up the factory with acetylene
demijohns.
4
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constraints influence the economic arguments and make them a very complex
management tool requiring multiple interpretations and readings.
We were able to isolate three postures of analysis about these arguments. The first,
which we rejected, treats economic arguments as purely formal arguments, detached from
all reality and meant to justify, a posteriori, a layoff decision. While juridical formalism
can possibly explain this position, a layoff project detached from all economic reality
would be unable to bear the proof of the ‘real and serious’ cause justifying a collective
layoff project. The second position, more questionable still than the first, describes the
arguments for a layoff project as intentional lies. If that were the case, the layoff
procedure runs the risk of being annulled. A third way of reading these economic
argumentations, which we ourselves adopt in our detailed analysis of twelve cases, rests
on the idea that, when one reads an economic argument for a layoff project, there are
explicit motives (such as the decrease of orders) and there are those that the directors
prefer to leave in the dark (such as the impact of anticipated productivity gains and their
translation in terms of decreased employment). There are objective factors, whether
identified or not (the evolution of markets, of products, of production processes), and
there are those that originate within the company itself (commercial weakness, internal
organization mistakes, etc.). In an economic argument, we must be attentive to what is
said, evoked, implied, or not said at all.
The economic arguments of a layoff project are not the direct transcript of the
decision to dismiss itself: they are the description of the economic context that led to the
decision. This description must be expressed in a manner that respects the juridical
constraints and that allows for the coordination of the different parties involved in this
decision (that is to say, shareholders, salaried workers and their representatives, the local
authorities, the State, and the labor inspection). As a means of coordination (particularly
between the managers and the salaried workers and their representatives), the layoff
project is subject to an imperative of justification that ensures its legitimacy.

2.1. The imperative of justification
The need to coordinate arising out of a contested and/or contestable decision
imposes the legitimacy of justification, without which the necessary coordination would
not be achieved properly. It is in this sense that layoff projects strive to harmonize the
objectives of each of the parties involved in the company.
2.1.1. Justification and legitimacy
An action cannot be carried out if it is not legitimate: coordination can only be
achieved through an agreement about a common good6. The consequence of an
illegitimate decision is precisely the impossibility to coordinate. One can overcome such
discord in two ways: by justification, or by violence. The aim of justification is to allow
the coordination to take root around a higher common good which is, as a result,
legitimate.
6
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Our analysis of layoff projects, therefore, adopts the kind of perspective described

above:
we are interested in justifiable acts,in drawing out all the consequences from
the fact that people are required to justify their actions. That is to say, they
cannot invent, after the fact, false reasons to disguise a secret motivation, as
when one finds an alibi, but rather they must carry them out in such a way that
the reasons can be submitted to a test of justification7.
As conventional tools for arguments in a layoff decision, economic arguments are
‘reasonable in two ways’ according to Thévenot8: they are reasonable if they explain ‘the
reasons that led a person to act, or the reason governing the rational decision’, or if ‘to the
eyes of others, the good reasons to act are understandable, acceptable, objective, and
justifiable’.
2.1.2. The sanctions of illegitimacy
The wording of a layoff decision under the form of a layoff project, and
particularly under the form of an economic argument for the layoff project, is not
sufficient to make the decision legitimate. The sanctions for the illegitimacy of the
decision (in fact of its argument) take shape in an antagonistic, indeed violent, form: it
could either be juridical sanctions (accompanied by economic sanctions) such as the
annulling of the layoff project by the court or the labor inspection; or it could be
sanctions such as strikes, the sacking of working tools, eco-terrorism, and so on.
2.1.3. Economic justification and managerial justification
Layoffs are strategic decisions with a far from negligible impact on the company:
they constitute a change in the structure of the company, its ‘skills tank’, its age-structure,
and in the climate of its social relations, where the effect can be long-lasting. It is also a
decision that is always instrumented by management indicators, stemming from
accounting, in order to allow one to diagnose the difficulties of the company and to
determine the resulting overstaffing.
Economic layoffs can be considered management decisions because they pertain
to the internal, organizational dimension of the company as much as, if not more than, its
external dimension (through the reaction to exogenous conditions), and because in the
end they fall within the scope of managerial discretion.
Consequently, we must distinguish the economic justification for the layoff
decision, described in the set of economic arguments, from the management justification,
that is, from the motivation of the company’s managers and directors.
The economic justification creates the framework within which the management
justification can be articulated. Management justifications issue from the directors of the
company and are not appreciated by the judge. The economic justification is a
management tool deployed in a strategic framework: it is the rereading in economic and
7
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strategic terms (referring to the diagnoses and to the intentions of the managers as these
are formulated in the business strategy) of the management situation. It is a rereading of
the decision to layoff (understood as a management, and not a crisis, decision9) under the
form imposed (by the law) and, since it is an externalization of the decision, it requires an
economic discourse.

2.2. The layoff arguments
The first stage of our research into legitimate layoff arguments is based on
interviews with consultants, social plan experts, and researchers, and on the analysis of
ten ‘layoff’ typologies or ‘layoff plans’. While half of these typologies is the work of
academic researchers, the other half is the work of ‘practitioners’ (studies for customers
or internal methodological documents). Finally, it is important to notice that these
typologies cover the 1980s and 1990s: the peculiarities of both decades will have to be
taken carefully into account in the interpretative phase of our analysis.
The typologies from the 1980s reveal that restructuring is essentially seen as an
attempt to ratify, under the auspices of human resources, the profound modifications
occasioned by the economic crisis, while the more recent typologies insist on the strategic
dimension of workforce management. Where once employment appeared to be reducible
to the narrow perspective of an input, it now appears to be a multiform variable integrated
into the company strategy: we move from a scheme of short-term reaction about the
workforce variable to a genuine integration of this variable in a mid- to long-term
strategy.
We find the distinction between layoffs decided in a crisis situation and layoffs
decided in a context of strategic anticipation in every juridical, administrative, or
financial evaluation of layoff projects. Indeed, financial markets make this distinction10
by determining whether to buy or sell a share after the announcement of a collective
economic layoff. And managers themselves enforce this differentiation through the
distinction between management and crisis situation11. And jurists enforce it through the
three causes requiring justification in the decision for economic layoffs: economic
difficulties, technological change, and reorganization meant to safeguard
competitiveness.
The second part of our work about legitimate layoff arguments is based on the
detailed study of twelve cases (analysis of the rhetoric of layoff projects; interviews with
consultants and with people working on particular cases; financial analysis of the
company; one year follow-up of the social plan). This work allowed us to determine what
arguments appeared legitimate in layoff projects. After an analysis of the discourse on the
discourse around layoffs (analysis of the typologies), we moved on to an analysis of the
9
The management situation differs from the crisis situation inasmuch as the management situation assumes an
agreement about the overall objectives of an action and an internalization of the constraints linked to the action,
whereas in a crisis situation the framework of constraints proper to the situation is not internalized by those
partaking in the interaction (MIDLER C. (1994), “Évolution des règles de gestion et processus d'apprentissage :
une perspective cognitive”, in ORLEAN A. (ed.), Analyse économique des conventions, PUF, Paris, pp. 335370).
10
BOYER T. (2002), “Corporate Governance et emploi : les attentes des marchés financiers”, in Gérer et
comprendre, annales des Mines, 69, septembre, pp. 1-5.
11
MIDLER C. (1994), “Évolution des règles…”.
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discourse around layoffs (economic arguments for layoff projects). The result of this
study is that the legitimate arguments of a group of thinkers are similar to the conventions
of market and industrial coordination12.
In these two conventions of coordination, the individual remains undifferentiated;
he or she is not considered as a particular person but as an individual like others in the
midst of a great number of his or her equals (the homo oeconomicus of the market
convention), or as a polyvalent tool (the accessory to the machine or to the production
chain of the industrial convention), and as such interchangeable and reducible solely to
his or her productive capacity. In the context of a procedure for collective economic
layoffs, it is indispensable that the individual remain thus undifferentiated. The contrary
would be a cause for annulling the layoff plan.

2.3. Legitimacy of layoff arguments
The mechanisms meant to guarantee the legitimacy of economic arguments for
layoff projects rely on a rhetoric of the ‘impersonal’ and the ‘exogenous’. The decision to
layoff is described as conditioned and imposed by external elements, the market in
particular: an external state (the market of the product) requires, for the survival of the
company (and thus the safe keeping of part of the employment in the company), an action
concerning the internal variable employment within the company (the layoff of part of
the company’s staff).
In contrast, the justifications considered to be illegitimate are those that are
personal (or at least personable) and which can be qualified as endogenous. In all the
justifications for layoff projects, one cannot find any that are founded on management or
strategic errors that might have led the company into a difficult economic situation.
Are we then to believe that such errors never occur, that company directors are
infallible? Or should we conclude that the decisions and the actions of company directors
have so little influence on the company’s future that they could not be held responsible?
Or should we simply conclude that the absence of such arguments shows their
illegitimacy? We shall opt for the last solution, even though the other two solutions are
sometimes defended in the arguments of directors (these arguments usually claim that the
‘predictions themselves were not erroneous but that there was a reversal in the market, or,
alternatively, by blaming the dictatorship of American pension funds).
In order to preserve the legitimacy of the arguments (but no doubt also of the
directors), the acceptable motives for economic plans must be external, while endogenous
factors motivating a layoff decision are neither acceptable nor legitimate.
The results of our work on the French case are similar to those of an empirical
work about the legitimacy of layoffs conducted in Canada and in the Silicon Valley13.
According to this study, a layoff is much more acceptable if it is due to a cause external
to the company and if its impact on the company affects all levels (from the highest to the
lowest); this is equally true of the American information technology sector and of the
Canadian sectors best protected from professional instability.
12
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In many cases, externalizing the justification for layoffs leads to designating the
financial markets as responsible for the layoffs. This discourse is repeated over and over
again by directors and by various media. However, to our knowledge, and to that of our
interlocutors over the last three years, no economic argument for layoff projects has ever
argued in this manner. We must question the relevance of the discourse of directors and
commentators who attribute the downsizing of the workforce to the pressure financial
markets, which inevitably leads us to question the legitimacy of what we shall call the
financialisation convention.

3. The Emergence of the Financialisation Convention
Although the financialisation convention can take on various forms, it is generally
to be found under the term ‘dictatorship of financial markets and/or of pension funds’. It
appears as an evidence that imposes itself upon company directors. It constitutes a
model14 that structures the discourse and the actions of a company. The financialisation
convention is what the board of directors and company decision makers believe to be the
expectations of the shareholders; it expresses itself through the understanding, and
implementation, of the principles of corporate governance by the board of directors and
company decision-makers.

3.1. Definition of the financialisation convention
The financial convention relies on the dominant role financial markets play in
financing and in their interest in company management (it has nothing to do with
financial analysis). A company that adopts this convention as a functioning rule relies, for
its relations with financial markets, on seeking the investors’ commitment to the
company’s projects: it is important that investors want to be part of the network because
the company’s projects are credible.
In other words, the financialisation convention depends on the idea that the
company must make itself credible to its investors or be sanctioned by them. For the
company, this entails communicating to the investors, through the signs the company
emits, that the company’s projects are worthy of credit(s). This communication goes via
the intermediary of announcements the company makes about its decisions and results
(whether obtained or expected).
Consequently, companies must learn to communicate with financial markets
through their decisions and actions, all the more so since such communication is not
always instrumented by financial indicators nor even by previous results. The board of
directors, with its conception of the ‘typical-shareholder’ (the key figure of the
financialisation convention), is at the heart of this communication process.

14

The model should be understood more as a guide for action (like the tailor’s pattern) than as a procedure to be
followed strictly (JEAMMAUD A. (1990), “La règle de droit comme modèle”, in Recueil Dalloz-Sirey,
28ème cahier, chrononique XXXIV, pp. 199-210).
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3.2. Learning shareholders relations
The ‘typical’ shareholder is an image of the expectations of shareholders and
financial markets, constructed and modified by the members of the board of directors
according to their experience. It is not real, since the ‘typical’ shareholder is not an agent
in the market. It is, rather, the personification of financial markets or market and as such
constitutes a conventional figure that members of the board of directors refer to in order
to make decisions ‘in favor of the shareholder’.
The ‘typical’ shareholder is based on a theory that is constantly being revised by
experience. If experience shows that a company’s layoff announcement occasions an
immediate increase in the value of the company’s shares, the members of the board of
directors and the economic agents in general build an image of the shareholder as an
economic agent pleased by cost reduction, particularly by the reduction of labor costs.
The definition of the ‘typical’ shareholder does not depend on anticipatory
reasoning that could lead to increase in the share value, it rather depends on the memory
of historical facts about financial markets. Midler15 describes it as an organizational
learning process: ‘The theory of organizational learning introduced a certain reciprocity
between knowledge and action: on the one hand, acquired knowledge structures the
action; on the other hand, the action amounts to a testing16 of the ‘applicability’ and
‘legitimacy’ (to borrow J. March’s terms) of this cognitive tool. ... The learning process is
a historical process, one with a memory’. The schemas for the decisions to reduce the
workforce are founded upon a belief, a ‘theory in use’ according to Argyris and Schön,
about the expectations of financial markets. It was to fill in the lack of objectivity of these
‘theories’, and to answer to a need of companies that are more and more focused upon the
evolution of their share price and their capital, that the Economic Value Added (EVA)
indicator was created.

3.3. Corporate governance
One can only consider the EVA as one of the main indicators for directing
corporate strategy if one links it to a certain number of management principles, namely
the principles of corporate governance. The big American pension funds elaborated
Charters defining the principles that companies interested in having these pension funds
enter their capital should endorse.
The principles of corporate governance are based on the idea that the shareholder
should be able to maximize his or her investment through the control he or she has on the
investments made by the company; more generally, the shareholder should have a say on
the decisions a company takes and acts upon. These principles rest on the idea
(originating in the crisis of 1929) that the separation of ownership (the shareholders) and
managerial control influences the performance of the company17 to the extent that
15
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shareholders have an interest in making sure that they and the company directors and
executives share the same interests.
Concretely, this is translated into an increased transparency of the company’s
accounts and by a larger and more complete reporting to the investors according to preestablished rules.
Many corporate governance Charters exist, issuing mainly from the big American
or English pension funds (CalPers, Templeton, Fidelity, etc.), or from organizations such
as the OCDE and MEDEF. These Charters define the rules that must be followed in the
relationship between the company and its shareholders for these funds to invest in the
company. However, we can divide these Charters into two categories, depending on how
they articulate the social interests of the company (in the juridical sense). While the first
privileges the interests of the shareholders (the shareholder conception), the second
suggests that directors should be at the service of their companies by taking the interest of
all those involved in the company’s activities into consideration (the stakeholder
conception).

3.4. The signs of the emergence of the financialisation convention
Increased interest rates has led companies to call on financial markets for their
financing and has likewise led financial markets to become more exigent about the return
on equity. Waves of takeover bids have contributed to a feeling of instability and have
thus led directors to protect themselves by tightening the link between the company and
its shareholders. Foreign pension funds hold more than 40% of the capital of CAC40
companies18, and consequently play an important role in the structure of their capital. The
power these pension funds enjoy is based more on the impact that their disengagement
(that is, the sale of the shares they hold) would have on the company than on the
influence of their voting rights (which they almost never exert coercively). As a result,
companies feel obliged to emit attractive signals to financial markets and investors.
In order to show their attachment to the satisfaction of their shareholders,
companies have developed management indicators like the EVA and its offshoots.
Companies have also fixed targets of high profit rate for their shares and have also
attempted to restructure their activities around their ‘core activity’ so as to increase their
‘visibility’. Still, labor always appears the more flexible factor than capital, so that when
a decision must be announced quickly to indicate the speedy improvement of the
company’s economic situation, the announcement of cuts in the workforce appears to be
the surest way to give a tangible indication of healthy management.

3.5. Financial convention and the reflex dismissal
The idea of a reflex dismissal, conditioned by the evolution of a very small
number of indicators (particularly financial indicators), contradicts the importance
allotted to people and their capacity for innovation in the managerial literature. The

18
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works of Chevalier and Dure19, as well as those of Beaujolin20, would lead us to think that
there is an automatic relation between the evolution of certain ratios and layoff decisions.
Since these authors consider the question of layoffs as a management reflex akin to a
‘machinic’ reaction21, they generally believe that the stimulus could be either a signal
given by financial markets, the lowering of the share value or the disengagement of an
important shareholder, or the sinking of a management indicator below a certain value
(lower sales figures, decrease of the market share, or productivity inferior to that of the
competitors after benchmarking).
In analyzing how the reflex layoff, that is, the ‘machinic’ reaction of the layoff
decision, has been constructed as the automatic reaction to certain indicators, we find in
the arguments of company directors the desire to respond to the demands of their main
shareholders. The transition of what should be considered a management situation into a
crisis situation is then based upon a routine and upon a belief about the expectations of
the financial markets in relation to companies. This belief has been in construction over
the last fifteen years and is on the verge of becoming, in certain companies, a permanent
behavioral pattern22.

4. The Illegitimacies of the Financialisation Convention
Whether or not directors make this their foremost justification in their public
announcements, the language of the financialisation convention is nowhere to be found in
economic arguments for layoff projects. There are two reasons for this: the
financialisation convention is linked to the connectionist convention defined by Boltanski
and Chiapello23, and, as a result, comes very close to a workforce management that is
based on a logic of projects rather than on a logic of positions. This leads to a workforce
management that relies more and more on fixed-term contracts and/or on temporary work
and thus has less need to proceed to a collective economic layoff. The second reason is
simply that the financialisation convention does not appear to be a legitimate justification
for layoffs. Although in this chapter we shall develop the second reason, we do not
consider it to exclude the first.

4.1. The illegitimacy of the financialisation convention from the juridical
point of view
We should indicate that the law does not exclude a priori the financialisation
convention (understood as the directors’ desire to increase share value) as a justification
19
CHEVALIER P. and DURE D. (1994), “Quelques effets pervers des mécanismes de gestion”, in Annales des
Mines – Gérer et comprendre, Dossier “Pourquoi licencie-t-on ?”, 36, septembre, pp. 4-14.
20
BEAUJOLIN R. (1997), De la détermination du sureffectif à la quête infinie de flexibilité: Où mènent les
processus de réduction des effectifs ?, Thèse de doctorat de l’école Polytechnique, spécialité Gestion.
21
CAPRON M. (1997), “L’emploi à l’épreuve des instruments de gestion”, in Cadres CFDT, 380, octobre, pp.
15-28.
22
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for economic layoffs: to date, there are no legal or jurisprudence texts allowing one
indisputably to close off this possibility. We can, however, doubt that it would be
accepted by judges who had to decide on the real and serious character of the reason for
the layoff. Furthermore, this justification has little currency to the extent that the financial
market valuation of the company does not alter its means of production; the valuing of
Thomson Multimedia at one French Franc, for instance, had no impact on its capacity for
production and innovation.
Moreover, from a strictly juridical point of view, the decisions taken by company
directors cannot go against the interests of the company considered as a legal person, that
is to say, the interests of the company’s contracting partners (which includes salary
workers, shareholders, customers, and suppliers). We can then assume that the interest of
the shareholders, namely to increase the value of the share, is not a sufficient economic
justification for a collective economic layoff decision, nor can it correspond to the social
interests of the company.

4.2. The illegitimacy of the financial convention from the human
resources point of view
As a result of our work on legitimate layoff arguments, it appeared that a company
can justify layoffs for economic reasons that concern it directly, such as: the need to
improve its competitiveness, the need to attain a certain productivity, or the need to deal
with the globalization of markets. Indeed, a company can even rely on budgetary data
(that is to say, data that are a target, a management tool, and that as such cannot
necessarily project a credible economic reality). But the financialisation convention
cannot justify a collective economic layoff simply by appealing to the expectations of
financial markets. A specialist in layoff plans writes:
There are not many possible justifications for layoffs, and the justifications for
a layoff plan are not very wide-ranging. There are three strong cards in layoff
plans, three arguments that are always used: market conditions, profitability,
and productivity; these are always the dominant reasons for a social plan. But
we shall never find arguments of the kind: ‘the strategy of the company
changed, it will produce different goods, so we must layoff’; or ‘we are laying
off to please the shareholders’; or ‘we want to suppress a category of
personnel’; and one no longer says ‘we shall relocate’.
In short, the financialisation convention does not appear legitimate in the
economic arguments for layoff projects.
Furthermore, field studies show that layoff decisions arise only very rarely from
the desire to react to a decrease in the share value. According to a recent survey24, ‘the
decrease of the share value does not play an important role in restructuring decisions’,
even if, paradoxically, ‘almost one out of two HR managers believe that the shareholder’s
concern for financial valorization legitimates restructuring’. As a result, restructuring
(which cannot be reduced simply to layoff projects since companies can restructure
without layoffs) is not the remedy for a share that is too low (or plunging), but can be
24

MONSAVOIR M. (2000), “La fonction DRH dans la tourmente”, in LEMASLE T. et. TIXIER P-E (eds) Des
restructurations et des hommes, Dunod, Paris, pp. 21-38.
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accommodated into the context of actions destined to improve the share value. Even HR
managers agree that the financialisation convention does not provide a sufficiently
legitimate justification for layoff projects.

4.3. The illegitimacy of the financialisation convention according to the
financial markets
4.3.1. Studies on the link between the stock value and layoff decisions
The financialisation convention is a theory in use for the members of the board of
directors and for company executives. The financialisation convention is the result of the
perception these actors have of the expectations of financial markets, notably through
their ‘experience’ with these and through corporate governance Charters. These Charters
give hardly any space to human resources management. We cannot then deduce from
these either a favorable or adverse attitude towards employment. Despite that fact, the
directors of certain companies do not hesitate to announce layoffs when the share value
decreases or is likely to do so due to the announcement of bad results. However,
numerous event studies (aiming at analyzing abnormal returns on equity25) show that
financial markets do not react especially well to layoffs.
The reference work in this domain is that of Abowd et al.26, based on the analysis
of 452 events in 1980 for 154 companies, and 195 events in 1987 for 102 companies. For
each of the two years, the abnormal returns are calculated over a period around the event:
-2 to +2 days in one part and -10 to -3 days on the other, so as to take into consideration a
possible anticipation on the part of financial markets. Even if the results are not
statistically significant, they show that by and large financial markets react negatively to
layoff decisions. This result shatters the hypothetic link between labor cuts and increased
share value.
Worrell et al.27 explored these results further, basing their study on 194 companies
during the period 1979-1987. Abnormal profits are considered within a period of -90 to
+90 days around the event. The returns are of about -2% on average. It is interesting to
note that the returns vary markedly depending on the context and the reasons for the
layoff decision: in the case of company restructuring or reorganization, the accumulated
abnormal profit during the designated period is +3,6%. In contrast, if the layoff decision
arises from a need to deal with financial difficulties, the accumulated abnormal profit is -

25

‘An event is an announcement proper to the market, the business cycle, or the company, which gives
investors new information likely to occasion a revision of their expectations about the level or the risk of future
financial flows and of thus likely to modify the value of the share’; and ‘the stock return is said to be abnormal
when it is statistically different than what it should be according to a theoretical evaluation model like the
MEDAF’ (D’ARCIMOLES C -H. (1999), “Les investisseurs face à la performance sociale de l’entreprise”, in
Revue Française de Gestion, 122, Janvier-Février, pp. 122-134).
26
ABOWD J., MILKOVICH G. and HANNON J. (1990), “The Effects of Human Ressource Management Decisions
on Shareholder Value”, in Industrial and Labour Relations Review, 43(3), pp. 203-236.
27
WORELL D., DAVIDSON I. and SHARMA V. (1991), “Layoff Announcements and Shareholder Wealth”, in
Academy of Management, 34(3), pp. 662-678.
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5,6%. Hubler and Schmidt’s study28 confirms these results for France without any
ambiguity. In fact, the reaction of financial markets in France is even clearer since the
abnormal negative profit obtained from 41 events between -10 and +3 days is -0,57%, no
matter what the cause for the layoff.
Abraham and Kim’s work29 looks at 368 companies that announced layoffs during
the 1993-1994 period in the United States, focusing on the week of the announcement.
On the day of the announcement, the loss of return of the share is insignificant, 0,07%; in
contrast, on the day before the announcement the loss of return is 0,85%; while on the
day after the announcement there is a gain of 0,15%. The loss of return during the week
of the announcement amounts to 0,99%. Farber and Hallok30 compared the results of 14
studies about abnormal returns detected around layoff decisions ([-1 day; +1 day])
between 1970 and 1997. According to them, whatever period one takes over the last 30
years one finds that the reaction of financial markets to layoff announcements is clearly
negative. However, the reactions become less and less negative the closer we get to the
most recent periods. These authors attribute this slide to a change in the nature of layoffs,
which are more and more meant to improve efficiency than to respond to a shortage of
demand.
A more recent study on French companies by Hubler and Schmidt31 reveals an
evolution in the way the market reacts to these same events. While in their 1996 study the
abnormal return appeared on the day of the announcement of a layoff decision, the more
recent study shows that the abnormal return appeared five days earlier. We can assume
that the slide perceived by Farber and Hallock is due to a slide in the anticipations of the
financial market.
Wherever these results come from, they clearly suggest that actors of financial
markets do not automatically react in a favorable way to layoff announcements. The
context and the motivations for the decisions appear as decisive factors in the reactions of
financial markets. In fact, if the layoff decision presents itself as an attempt to solve
financial problems, financial markets do not view it as a good decision, or they view the
decision as insufficient, hence the negative reaction. In contrast, if the layoff decision is
due to reorganization, that is, if the reduction in workforce is but a means or a
consequence of a sound or promising decision, financial markets react favorably. In and
of themselves, layoffs do not amount to a sufficiently explicit signal to occasion an
increase in the share value of a company; instead, layoffs are viewed as one element of a
complex decision that must be incorporated into a coherent company strategy. These
studies establish the fact that, even on a short-term period around the announcement of a
layoff decision, the reactions of financial markets are not at all favorable.

28

HUBLER J. and SCHMIDT G. (1996), L’effet des annonces de décisions de GRH sur les cours boursiers des
entreprises françaises : application d’une méthodologie d’étude d’évènements, XIIIème journées nationales des
IAE, ESUG de Toulouse, T. 1.
29
ABRAHAM S. E. and KIM D. -O. (1999), Layoff and Employment Guarantee Announcements: How Do
Shareholders Respond ?, SUNY-Oswego Economics Department Working Paper 1999-02.
30
FARBER H. S. and HALLOCK K. F. (1999), Have employment reductions become good news for
shareholders ? The effect of job loss announcements on stock prices, 1970-97, working paper 417, Department
of Economics – Industrial Relations Section, Princeton University, June.
31
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4.3.2. Investors and the economic and social performance of a company

Another aspect of our study concerns the link between a company’s ‘social
performance’ and its economic and financial performance. Denison32 finds a correlation
between the financial data and the social data of 34 companies studied, and he concludes
that companies with a high social and cultural performance are the ones that obtain the
best financial results. Stebbins33 compares the evolution in the stock market of socially
performing companies to the index of the Toronto Stock Exchange (TSC) over the 19821986 period. The sample of companies chosen shows a 34,6% progression, while the TSE
index progressed 19,7% in the same period.
The study of De Meuse et al.34 confirms the absence of systematically positive
effects from cuts in the workforce, even though the study does not differentiate between
the contexts of the decisions. The study is developed with data from the years 1987 to
1991, and confronts the indicators of accounting return with the Tobin’s Q35 (in the
interval [-1 year; +1 year]) of 17 companies that laid off in 1989 and of 35 companies
that did not layoff between 1989-1991. Whatever the index used, the lag in the
performance of companies that cut workforce only increased during the period in
question.
Cascio et al.36 distinguish between the situations that led to layoffs. The study
analyzes the employment decisions of 537 companies during the 1981-1992 period. For
all the companies, this means 5479 changes in workforce, 89% of the companies showing
at least one change in the workforce for each of the years considered. On top of economic
and labor variables, the authors decided to take into account the variations in assets, since
layoffs accompanied by a sale of assets are not considered in the same way by financial
markets. They further differentiate seven types of decisions according to the threshold of
variations in employment and assets. With this data, the authors tested two hypotheses:
(H1) change in the workforce has no effect on the gross profit during the current year and
the two following years; (H2) change in the workforce has no effect on the stock value
during the current year and the two following years.
To start, Cascio et al. note that the economic profit of companies that laid-off is
inferior to that of companies that grew (in data corrected for sector evolution: -0,19% for
the former and +2,48% for the latter), which reinforces the theory that companies that
layoff are not in good economic shape. Among companies that layoff, if one
distinguishes those that sell their assets from those that only downsize their workforce,
one notices that the first experience an increase in total profits of 3,1% in three years,
while the second experience a decrease of 2,4% over the same period. A cut in workforce
is thus not sufficient to solve the problems of a company whose profits are too low, at
32

DENISON D. (1984), “Bringing Corporate Culture to the Bottom Line”, in Organization Dynamics, 13(2),
Automn, pp. 4-22.
33
STEBBINS M. (1987), “Stock Market Performance of Companies on the 100 Best List Compared to the TSE
300 Index”, in Proceedings of the Administrative Sciences Association of Canada, June.
34
DE MEUSE K., VANDERHEIDEN P. and BERGMANN T. (1994), “Announced Layoffs: Their Effect on Corporate
Financial Performance”, in Human Resource Management, 33(4), pp. 509-530.
35
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least not over a two to three year period. Such evidence seriously challenges the
statement, reported by Beaujolin, of a Human Resources manager concerning collective
layoffs: ‘Do you know any operation with such quick payback?’.
Furthermore, the authors noted that, by calculating the cumulative stock gains of
the years 0-2, an investment in the ‘employment cutters’ brought a 63% return while the
same investment in the ‘employment generators’ brought a 74% return. Moreover, they
noticed that, among the ‘cutters’, the best results were to be found with the ones that sold
their assets. In sum, this study shows that the best performance levels are attained by the
‘generators’, which confirms that ‘growth, employment, and stock performance are not
incompatible’37.
This set of studies confirm that the reactions of financial markets are not as
simplistic as one might have believed. The financial markets’ estimation of layoff
announcements is not limited to a reflex decision in their favor. Quite to the contrary, the
sectorial context and the motivations for the decision are at the heart of the financial
markets’ reaction: to cut labor simply to reduce costs does not lead to an improvement of
the share value. The layoff decision occasions an improvement of the share value only if
the decision is incorporated into a strategic reaction to weak performance and only if this
low performance also affects the company’s entire sector of activity.
4.3.3. The non-financial factors considered by decision makers
Mavrinac and Siesfeld’s survey38 analyzes the influence of non-financial factors in
the decisions of financial market actors in order to determine the most important of these
factors and their sources. The study is based on a survey of 275 American asset managers
(which represents 14% of the profession) of all types of financial institutions (pension
funds, insurance, banks), and on the analysis of 300 reports by independent analysts.
According to the managers questioned in this study (and to French traders we have
interviewed), non-financial information are important indicators because they allow
managers to judge the internal functioning of the company and the real implementation of
their strategies. Part of the questions posed concerned the importance investors attach to
non-financial information: for 25% of investors, non-financial factors influence their
decisions by 50%; for 60% of these, the influence of non-financial information fluctuates
between 20 to 50%. On average, 35% of the investment decision is guided by nonfinancial factors. This figure can go up to 67% if one includes in the non-financial factors
the image of the company39.
The important role non-financial information plays in investors’ decisions raises
questions concerning what information they consider relevant for their decisions. The
second half of this survey classifies this information in a hierarchy of importance.
According to the study, investors clearly favor certain criteria: the implementation of the
37
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december.
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strategy; the credibility of the management; the quality of the strategy; the company’s
capacity for innovation in its sector; the ability to retain talented workers. These criteria
depend upon a mid- to long-term estimation concerning mainly Human Resources and
management factors.
The results of this survey tend to support the idea that investors do not have a
systematically favorable attitude to cuts in the labor force. The interest investors show for
employment policy information shows that they have a much richer perspective into a
company’s employment decisions than Corporate Governance principles (which originate
essentially in the ‘agency theory’) or Corporate Governance Charters would lead us to
believe.
The market decision makers do not appear to have a reflex reaction to layoffs. The
way in which they make their decisions is coded, controlled, and based on various tools,
methods of anticipating value with econometric models, company notes and analysis, and
most particularly on the interviews between analysts and company directors through the
road shows. In effect, investors wish to invest in companies whose growth and durability
are assured: ‘As an investment criterion, the funds look for the affirmation by the
company of a strategic project of mid- and long-term that is credible (this is how a
company director wittily explained that, in road shows, investors such as Templeton and
Fidelity could often be replaced, given their questions, by the CGT or the CFDT40)’41.
As the Michelin and the Adelshoffen cases have recently shown us, the
financialisation convention appears particularly illegitimate from the salaried workers’
point of view. In these cases, the layoffs appeared to be illegitimate and thus requiring
‘compensation’. The description of how financial markets interpret layoff decisions and
company strategies reveal that the financialisation convention, as it is understood by
companies (that is to say, how it is applied upon financial markets according to a
‘machinistic’ and simplistic reading of merchant mechanisms), is no longer legitimate.
No matter where one looks, the share value of companies that layoff does not improve as
a result of the layoff, and actors in financial markets clearly consider non-financial
factors, including human resources management, as determining factors in their
decisions.

5. Conclusion: The Meaning of the Current Illegitimacies of the
Financialisation Argument
The aim of our work was to observe the legitimacy the financialisation convention
enjoys in the current French framework and it appears that the financialisation
convention, along with the arguments based on it, can now be qualified as illegitimate.
Such illegitimacy endangers the coordination of the various stakeholders of the company.
If the reaction of salaried workers and their representatives can be taken as evidence, then
the consequences of such arguments on clients and suppliers is likewise far from
negligible. By using a management strategy of short-term and of drastic reduction of the
40
French Trade Unions (Confédération général du travail and Confédération française démocratique du travail,
respectively).
41
MORIN F. (1999), Le modèle français de détention et de gestion du capital, Rapport de François Morin au
Ministre de l’Économie, des Finances et de l’Industrie, Les éditions de Bercy, Paris.
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easiest costs to reduce (notably through downsizing, systematic benchmarking, and
externalizing activities), companies adopt the typical behavior of the financialisation
convention, which does not necessarily constitute good news for those involved in the
company. Similarly, a company that adopts the financialisation convention does not
appear to financial markets (and particularly to pension funds) to be adopting a promising
business strategy: quite to the contrary, adopting the financialisation convention is in fact
seen as revealing the absence of a business strategy.
Still, when the directors of a company, complying with the financialisation
convention, fix ex ante (by promising a certain return) the remuneration of the
shareholder, the latter no longer corresponds to risks he or she assumes, but to risks
effectively assumed from the directors’ doing by the salaried workers and other
stakeholders of the company. To fix the profit of shares ex ante is a real economic
problem which risks generating a discrepancy between the financial and real spheres, not
in the form of a financial bubble, but in the form of a ‘real bubble’, with salaried workers,
suppliers, customers, and society at large bearing the business risks, with consequences
that are easy enough to imagine.
The illegitimacy of the financialisation convention, evidenced by the fact that
financial actors do not behave in accordance with its constitutive statements, shows that
the financialisation argument cannot be considered an economic justification, even if it
can be considered a management justification (based, as we see it, on a misunderstanding
of the expectations of financialisation markets). The financialisation arguments, using the
principles of corporate governance as the basis for their discourse and action, are of an
endogenous rather than of an exogenous order. The division of power within a company
cannot be seen as the economic justification for a decision; it is rather of the order of
management and thus concerns the span of the company’s management. This is not a
reality that imposes itself on the company but a compromise between shareholders, those
who finance the company through equity, and other stakeholders. If the financialisation
arguments were legitimate, they would lead to validating the shareholder approach,
which institutes shareholder satisfaction as the only goal of the company; their
illegitimacy shows, for us, the legitimacy of a stakeholder approach which calls for a
compromise and a division of power within the company in light of a common interest.
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